Purpose: An improved method of image guidance for lung tumor biopsies could help reduce the high rate of false negatives. The aim of this work is to optimize the geometry of the scanning-beam digital tomography system (SBDX) for providing real-time 3D tomographic reconstructions for target verification. The unique geometry of the system requires trade-offs between patient dose, imaging field of view (FOV), and tomographic angle. Methods: Tomosynthetic angle as a function of tumor-to-detector distance was calculated. Monte Carlo Software (PCXMC) was used to calculate organ doses and effective dose for source-to-detector distances (SDDs) from 90 to 150 cm, patient locations with the tumor at 20 cm from the source to 20 cm from the detector, and FOVs centered on left lung and right lung as well as medial and distal peripheries of the lungs. These calculations were done for two systems, a SBDX system and a GE OEC-9800 C-arm fluoroscopic unit. To evaluate the dose effect of the system geometry, results from PCXMC were calculated using a scan of 300 mAs for both SBDX and fluoroscopy. The Rose Criterion was used to find the fluence required for a tumor SNR of 5, factoring in scatter, air-gap, system geometry, and patient position for all models generated with PCXMC. Using the calculated fluence for constant tumor SNR, the results from PCXMC were used to compare the patient dose for a given SNR between SBDX and fluoroscopy. Results: Tomographic angle changes with SDD only in the region near the detector. Due to their geometry, the source array and detector have a peak tomographic angle for any given SDD at a source to tumor distance that is 69.7% of the SDD assuming constant source and detector size. Changing the patient location in order to increase tomographic angle has a significant effect on organ dose distribution due to geometrical considerations. With SBDX and fluoroscopy geometries, the dose to organs typically changes in an opposing manner with changing patient location. When tumor SNR is held constant (i.e., x-ray fluence is scaled appropriately), SBDX gives 2-10 times less dose than fluoroscopy for the same conditions within the typical range of patient locations. The relative position of the patient (as a percent of SDD) has a much more significant impact on dose than either SDD or patient position. The patient position providing the minimum dose for a given tumor SNR and SDD is approximately the same as the position of maximum tomographic angle. Conclusions: SBDX offers a significant dose advantage over currently used C-arm fluoroscopy. The patient location with lowest dose coincides with the location of maximum tomographic angle. In order to provide adequate space for the patient and for the pulmonologists' equipment, a SDD of 100 cm is recommended.
INTRODUCTION
The increased use of low-dose CT in cancer screening has led to an increase in the discovery rate of lung nodules, and a concomitant increase in the number of lung tumor biopsies performed each year. 1 The main approaches to biopsy are thoracotomy, percutaneous lung biopsy, and transbronchial needle biopsy (TBNbx). 2 TBNbx is preferred as it has the advantages of being minimally invasive, safer, and less painful to the patient. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Additionally, TBNbx incurs a very low rate of pneumothorax in comparison with other methods, particularly percutaneous lung biopsies. TBNbx is performed with an endoscope which is navigated through the bronchial tree with the assistance of image data from a previously acquired CT scan, helping to pinpoint the nodule location. 8 Some pulmonologists are willing to use TBNbx on nodules in the lung periphery, down as many as seven generations of the bronchial tree. However TBNbx requires the extraction of multiple samples, each of which must be individually inspected for cancerous cells, because false negative rates are generally high. 9, 10 The true positive and false negative rates vary with user experience, nodule size, and location.
Currently, electromagnetic navigation bronchoscopy (ENB) guidance systems provide three-dimensional tracking of a probe within the bronchoscope. Placement of a thin array of coils beneath the patient enables RF triangulation of the probe location, which is subsequently superimposed on a CT image in order to assist with guidance of a biopsy needle to the tumor location. [11] [12] [13] While this is a valuable technique, it is limited by the use of a prior CT scan that is acquired during a patient breath hold, which may not reflect the breathing pattern associated with anesthetized patients undergoing the procedure. Additionally, because the ENB operates by using the probe in the working channel of the bronchoscope, the probe must be removed to allow the working channel to be used for the biopsy itself. Thus, there is no ENB guidance at the moment of biopsy. To mitigate the lack of guidance during biopsy, C-arm fluoroscopy is used. While this currently does not enable visualization of the tumor, it does allow visualization of the needle and bronchoscope relative to the ribs and thus puncturing the pleura is avoided.
To address the problems described above, we are investigating the use of an inverse geometry scanned beam digital x-ray system (SBDX) created by Triple-Ring Technologies, Inc. (Newark, CA) for real-time 3D tomosynthesis imaging of the lung. The SBDX system was originally designed as a low dose alternative to c-arm fluoroscopy during cardiac interventions. While it was not designed to be a tomosynthetic system, it has the capability to perform tomosynthesis at a very high speed. In the SBDX system, the electron beam is scanned over a thin, large area transmission anode, and the resultant xrays pass through a 100 × 100 hole collimator, which shapes and angles the beamlets to a small, very fast cadmium telluride detector (Fig. 1) . A traditional x-ray tube's reflection anode's angle puts a limit on the FOV. The transmission anode of the SBDX system creates nearly isotropic x-rays and the collimator limits the fluence emitted to only those photons directed to the detector. The small beamlet size and the air gap results in much lower scattered radiation than a normal fluoroscopic c-arm. The SBDX system acquires thousands of projections from different angles in a fraction of a second, which is theoretically sufficient for real-time tomosynthesis. The FOV for a given plane in the SBDX system has dimensions of (10.7 + 12.3 cm × TDD/SDD) by (5.5 + 17.5 cm × TDD/SDD), where TDD is the tumor-detector-distance and SDD is the source-detector-distance. The pixel pitch is ∼0.22 mm, which limits in-plane resolution of the system a maximum of 2.2 lp/mm.
14 The through-plane resolution depends on the tomosynthetic angle. 15 The system could provide real-time, 30 frames per second tomosynthesis reconstructions of the biopsy tool as it enters the nodule, in order to verify needle location, which could reduce false negative rates, and shorten overall procedure times.
Our previous human and numerical observer study of nodule detectability found that detectability could be improved from 80% (for standard projection images) to 96% by using a tomographic angle of only 3
• . 14 At 3
• , the "section thickness," or the thickness of the section that is in focus in the tomosynthetic image, is approximately 22 mm. 15 The larger the tomosynthetic angle, the better tumor visualization in 2D, and the thinner the section thickness, which provides improved 3D spatial location. Section thickness is inversely proportional to the angle, so even moderate increases in the angle can greatly decrease the section thickness. At an angle of 10
• the slice thickness is approximately 7 mm. 15 The tomosynthetic angle on our system can potentially be increased in several ways. In a mechanically stationary SBDX system, the available options are to change the source array size, the detector size or the SDD. Increasing the source array size would necessitate a costly redesign of the source as well as a new source collimator for the modified geometry. Increasing the detector size is also very expensive, with further cost incurred through the requirement of a new source collimator. Decreasing the SDD is more economical, because this alternative requires only a new collimator, while both source and detector can remain unchanged. Figure 2 shows the effect of moving the patient closer to the source (and thus decreasing the tomosynthetic angle) on the image quality. A large TDD (as the SBDX was originally designed to have) results in a greater air gap, which reduces xray scatter while allowing the dose to be spread over a greater entrance area and volume of the patient. However, in order to achieve larger tomographic angles, the patient should be closer to the detector, which increases both patient dose and scatter. Thus while the imaging task drives toward a larger tomosynthesis angle for improved targeting accuracy, the concomitant increase in dose and scatter must be evaluated in order to determine the optimum design and operating parameters for the system. We have therefore investigated the effects of SDD and TDD on patient dose and tomographic angle for a desired target lesion SNR.
In addition to these parameters, we also account for the interaction of the SBDX system with the ENB tracking system. Because the ENB works by EM triangulation, it is very sensitive to EM interference from nearby electronics. Tests were conducted to quantify that effect.
Previous work has demonstrated detailed quantification of the dose of digital tomosynthesis systems that use simple 1D motions. 16, 17 The doses from these systems were compared to those from projection x-ray systems, with the result that because of the geometric distribution of the organs and their varying sensitivities, the dosimetry is not a simple linear extrapolation of the traditional projection x-ray system. In this work, we give detailed quantification of our 2D array tomosynthesis system. The relationships between SDD, TDD, SNR, and tomographic angle are determined by calculating the maximum tomographic angle for a variety of patient locations and SDDs. The Rose Criterion 18 is used to derive an equation for beam fluence given the minimum desired SNR of 5 and the system geometry. Using the calculated beam fluence required to achieve a SNR of 5, a Monte Carlo simulation is run to determine the dose to various organs and the overall effective dose. Finally, we compare our simulated SBDX system to a fluoroscopy system currently used to guide the biopsy during ENB procedures.
METHODS

2.A. ENB compatibility
The bed and EM transmitter pair were placed such that they were center-aligned with the SBDX source. To quantify the distortion introduced by the SBDX system (especially from metal components of the SBDX system), the ENB system calibration fixture and ENB system calibration measurement values were used. In the calibration fixture 20 positions in three different planes successively signal position to the ENB system for 4 s to find the error in system accuracy. (Fig. 3 ) First, the ENB calibration fixture was located as close to the source as the bed would allow. A 20-point ENB tracking calibration routine was performed; for each point, a 4-s 30 Hz sampling (i.e., 120 samples) of the position were recorded internally. Overall root mean square (RMS) error and total mean error (TME) were computed by the ENB system and were recorded. Additionally, mean errors for each of the 20 points used in the calibration were also recorded. Next, the ENB calibration fixture and the EM transmitter were translated away from the detector toward the source, the calibration was repeated and the RMS and total mean errors were recorded. Calibrations were performed at four different locations by translating vertically away from the source. Then, the fixture and transmitter pair was translated vertically to the detector "fork" as close as was feasible and the calibration was repeated.
2.B. Beam fluence derivation
To quantify the patient dose and find its relationship to TDD and SDD, and to compare the results of the SBDX system and fluoroscopy, x-ray fluence needs to be normalized between SBDX and fluoroscopy. Normalizing by selecting a given x-ray fluence does not consider the differences in image quality, which are fundamentally different due to the different image production approaches. In this study, the images from the SBDX system are treated as though they are simple 2D radiographs. This is a conservative assumption as we have previously shown that even a small tomographic angle improves nodule detection, and we know that in general, detectability increases with increasing tomographic angle. If the image characteristics of the SBDX system were compared against a different tomographic system, then the detectability of the reconstructed images would have to be compared. Here, clinical 2D fluoroscopy is compared with a tomographic system assuming both function as 2D imaging systems, and dose was normalized to provide a constant tumor SNR at the detector. An equation was derived to find the beam fluence for a given TDD, SDD, and target SNR. Then using this fluence, TDD, and SDD, the effective dose was calculated using a Monte Carlo model.
To normalize the fluence for the various geometries of the SBDX system, we calculated the minimum fluence necessary to visualize the tumor. For this calculation the variables are measured at the detector unless otherwise specified.
It is assumed that at minimum detection conditions, the following minimum criterion is true
where σ 2 S is the variance of the tumor signal, σ 2 B is the variance of nontumor tissue in the projection, and σ 2 is the generic variance of the projection. We define the area of interest (for both our measured signal and our measured background) as the area (A) of the tumor projected to the detector. Given the following definitions for SNR and Contrast (C):
where N B and N S are the photon counts of the background and signal, respectively, and assuming Poisson statistics,
where φ is the fluence (cm −2 ), and A is the area of the tumor projection measured at the detector, an equation can be derived to find the background fluence required to achieve a desired tumor SNR. Combining Eqs. (2)- (4),
Persliden and Carlsson 19 created and verified a model of the scatter-to-primary ratio ( S P ) as a function of beam size and air gap. For a particular scatter-to-primary ratio, the degradation of contrast is given by
where C P is the contrast of an image with only primary photons (no scatter). The primary contrast is
where the linear attenuation coefficients μ L , μ T , and μ B are of lung, tumor, and "body" respectively ("body" representing all other tissue through which the beam passes), and x T and x B represent the thickness of the tumor and the thickness of the body, respectively. To determine how the fluence incident at the detector is related to the fluence from the source, the attenuation of the beam due to the patient is accounted for by
where N o is the number of photons from the source within the solid angle that penetrates only the tumor (φ o is equal to N o /A), and the effects of scatter must be included by
The SNR in the previous equations was defined by the photons incident on the detector (SNR in ), while the Rose Criterion specifies the minimum SNR (5) of the final image (SNR out ). Those two SNRs are related by
where DQE is the detective quantum efficiency of the detector and subsequent electronics. The relationship between the area of the tumor at the detector (A) and the system and patient geometry (as in Fig. 1) is
where d T is the thickness of the tumor. Combining the preceding equations we obtain
which gives the fluence within the solid angle that penetrates only the tumor necessary to achieve the desired SNR, given the scatter-to-primary ratio, the area of the tumor at the detector, the DQE of the detector, and the attenuation coefficients of the tumor, lungs and body which the beam penetrates. The fluence (φ o ) in this solid angle is calculated at the plane of the detector with the assumption of no attenuation of the beam. It should be noted that this calculated fluence, φ o [Eq. (12)], has a different application depending on whether it is applied to SBDX or conventional fluoroscopy because φ o assumes one beam which only penetrates the tumor. With conventional fluoroscopy, the fluence in that solid angle is extrapolated over the whole beam. With the SBDX system, there are multiple beamlets penetrating the tumor in any TDD, so this calculated fluence, φ o , is distributed over those beamlets (accounting for partial coverage of some beamlets). The resulting fluence per beamlet is then applied to all 100 × 100 beamlets including the beamlets which do not penetrate the tumor. This calculated fluence at the detector is related to a given kV and mAs for each system based on measurements of beam spectra per mAs (discussed in Sec. 2.C). This allows for the different geometries to be compared based upon the same tumor SNR, or in other words, for approximately the same level of tumor visualization in 2D projection images.
2.C. Monte Carlo model
The unique geometry of the SBDX system poses a challenge for modeling. The system has a large area scanned x-ray source coupled with a very fast cadmium telluride detector. The source is a transmission target, above which is a collimator with 100 × 100 holes spread equally over a 23 × 23 cm area, which form the beamlets. The collimator restricts the primary beamlets such that each beamlet just covers the area of the small 10.7 × 5.5 cm detector. Thus each beamlet penetrates the patient at different angles in both roll and yaw, or in other words different angles along both the axial plane and sagittal plane.
PCXMC is a Monte Carlo simulation software package developed at STUK (Radiation and Safety Authority of Finland) by Tapiovaara and Sliskonen. 20 PCXMC calculates the dose for 29 different organs/tissues as well as calculating the effective dose using both the ICRP 60 and ICRP 103 protocols. The numerical phantom represents an adjustable hermaphrodite, which can be adjusted for height, weight, and age (from pediatric to adult) according to Cristy and EcKERMAn. 21 Acquisition geometry can be changed, and PCXMC has built in software to simulate the x-ray tube given certain physical parameters such as the anode angle, shielding materials, and filter thicknesses. It is also possible to input a user-specified x-ray spectrum.
For our calculations, a new version of PCXMC was developed which permits each beamlet to be described using roll and yaw. Adjustments were also made to facilitate importing x-ray spectra to streamline calculations since the SBDX system has hundreds of focal spot locations per image, and the spectrum from the transmission target x-ray tube is not accurately modeled by the PCXMC program. Our simulations were performed using the standard adult height of 178.6 cm, with a weight of 73.2 kg.
The dose from the SBDX system was compared to the dose from a standard clinical C-arm fluoroscopy unit (GE OEC-9800). Measurements on the C-arm fluoroscopy system were made using a Radcal 9010 Dosimeter and a Radcal 60cc 10X5−60 ion chamber at 3 different kVp and mA settings (78 kVp and 2.9 mAs, 48 kVp and 0.5 mAs, 120 kVp and 3.0 mAs) at 20, 48, and 70 cm from the source. The average settings for a patient on the GE OEC-9800 for TBNbx are 78 kVp and 2.9 mAs. The dosimeter gave readings in units of rad. The duration of each reading was also recorded. The dosimeter readings were first converted to mGy and then using the time duration of each measurement and the set mA of the system for the readings, the readings were converted to units of mGy mAs . The dose-area-product was calculated at all three physical locations and was used to calculate the KERMA at the detector.
Using these KERMA per mAs values from the system, we can calculate the needed dose from the system to achieve a given tumor SNR. For c-arm fluoroscopy we see that
where D SNR is the dose to the patient for a given SNR, D MC is the dose from the Monte Carlo simulation normalized to 1 mAs, D Sys is from the system dosimeter readings in mGy mAs , φ norm is the energy spectrum of the beam normalized such that E φ norm dE = 1, Using these KERMA per mAs values from this system, we can calculate the needed dose to achieve a given tumor SNR. For the SBDX we see that
where N all is the total number of beamlets (10 000), N t is the number of beamlets penetrating the tumor (varies with TDD), and the other equation components are the same as in Eq. (13) . The simulations were run at 78 kVp for both systems. The DQE for each system was obtained from the literature, the SBDX having a DQE of 0.9 and the C-arm having a DQE of 0.6. [22] [23] [24] Simulations were performed at patient locations with the tumor at 50, 55, and 60 cm from the source with the FOV centered on the left lung and again on the right lung. Because the left lung had higher effective dose (largely because of the inclusion of the heart and esophagus in the FOV) the remainder of the simulations were performed with the FOV centered on the left lung (about 8 cm left of the median plane and about 15 cm inferior from the shoulder). Expected doses from the SBDX system were evaluated for SDDs of 90, 100, 110, and 150 cm, and for the patient located with the tumor 20, 35, 40, 50, 55, 60, 70, 75, and 90 cm from the source (Fig. 1) . Additionally, simulations were run at the medial and distal peripheries of the lungs to evaluate changes in dose distribution (data not shown).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.A. ENB compatibility
The ENB system accuracy was adversely affected near both the source and detector (Fig. 4) . There was evidence that the EM interference from the detector was significantly influenced by the metal bracing of the C-arm, which holds and supports the detector. The detector mounting material and the design of the detector mount can be changed to reduce interference with the EM system, while the x-ray source includes electromagnetic steering and shielding which cannot be modified. Because of this 50 cm EM setback from the source and the 10 cm setback from the detector due to the detector bracing, simulations were performed for realizable SDDs of 90, 100, and 110 cm, which would provide adequate space for patients while minimizing the SDD. If the decreased SDD causes significant EM interference, a solution is to simply move the SBDX system out of the way while operating the ENB system. Because the ENB system uses the working channel of the bronchoscope, the tumor cannot be sampled while the ENB is used. Thus moving the SBDX system away during ENB use and back into place as the ENB probe is removed from the working channel and the needle is inserted would not cause any increase in the duration of the procedure. Figure 5 outlines the effect of SDD on tomographic angle based on geometric calculations. As SDD is decreased, the highest possible tomographic angle increases. Because the tomographic angle is a purely geometric factor, it is possible to calculate where the maximum angle will be given the effective width of the source and detector; the maximum tomographic angle occurs at a distance of 69.7% of the SDD from the source in our setup. Given the current 50 cm setback from the detector (due to EM interference with the ENB guidance system) no change in SDD will yield a greater tomographic angle within our operating range unless we decrease the required gap between the patient and the detector (see Fig. 5 ). To change the SDD while maintaining compatibility with the ENB system, the bracing holding the detector will need to be changed as described above. It should be noted that this geometry presumes that the tumor is in the center of the FOV because the tomographic angle and the total fluence drops in every direction from the optimal point (see Pineda et al. 14 for more on the tomographic angle in 3D space). As a result this ideal geometry is limited to small spheroid objects and not objects like vessels. FIG. 4 . RMS error and TME were measured on the ENB system when integrated with the SBDX system with the original 150 cm SDD. The distance from the source was measured to the center of the calibration fixture. The dotted lines indicate the reference value, when the accuracy test was performed far away from the SBDX system.
3.B. Tomographic angle
3.C. Patient dose
Placing the patient closer to the detector increases the scatter and also increases the patient dose. Figure 6 shows the dose to the patient at a fixed 300 mAs as a function of sourceto-tumor distance as compared to that of the standard fluoroscopy system running at the same mAs. The dose of the two systems were normalized using the methods discussed in Sec. 2.C. Dose using the inverse geometry system decreases closer to the source, while the opposite is true for the traditional fluoroscopy system. Again, the impact on image quality as the patient is moved closer to and farther from the source is not considered in Fig. 6 . There is a strong geometrical effect from the organ distribution in the patient. Figure 6 shows that the average dose to the body stays constant regardless of patient location, however the effective dose changes. When calculating effective dose, different organs have different weight, and the irradiated volume of the various organs changes with patient location. Figure 6(a) shows the three organs with the highest dose. The heart receives high dose as this is focused on imaging a nodule in the left lung. As the patient moves closer to the detector, the beams converge and these organs near the center of the field of view receive higher dose. In fluoroscopy however, we see a decrease in the dose to those organs as the fluence of the beam decreases by the inverse square law. In Fig. 6(b) , with the SBDX system, as the patient moves closer to the detector, the beams converge and the esophagus is no longer in the path of the beamlets. With fluoroscopy, as we move toward the detector, we first see an increase in dose as the esophagus moves into the beam's field of view. Then as the patient moves even closer to the detector, the volume irradiated increases at a much slower rate and the drop in fluence becomes more significant, thus the esophagus dose decreases. Figure 6(c) shows that the average dose to the body (in mGy) and the total skin dose (to all the skin in the body) stay relatively flat regardless of patient position and Fig. 6(d) shows the effective dose (in mSv) which are heavily influenced by the dose to the lungs. Peak skin dose can be a concern with fluoroscopy in interventional radiology procedures. The image guidance for this procedure would not reach those dose levels, but it is worth evaluating. Studies have shown that while "dose area product" is a reasonable way to estimate peak skin dose, reference air KERMA is more accurate. 25 The air KERMA at the skin entrance is shown in Fig. 7 .
To standardize our comparison of different geometries, a constant SNR of the tumor was used based on the Rose Criterion. The beam fluence necessary to achieve this SNR was calculated, taking into account the magnification [Eqs. (4) , (5), (11) , and (12)]; attenuation [Eqs. (7), (8) , and (12)]; scatter [Eqs. (6) , (9) , and (12), values derived from Persliden and Carlsson 19 ] ; and efficiency of photon detection at the detector [Eqs. (10) and (12), value obtained from Speidel 26 ]. The SBDX system has an advantage over the standard fluoroscopy system because multiple beamlets image the tumor, and the fluence is distributed over those beamlets, thus lowering the needed fluence of any one beamlet. Because of this, there is an interesting reversal of the trend in Fig.  6(d) . In Fig. 6(d) using the same fluence regardless of patient location generates lower patient dose when the patient is close to the source. In Fig. 7 , the fluence is adjusted to maintain constant tumor SNR at the detector regardless of patient location. For the current system, the same mAs is used for all beamlets. In the SBDX system the primary photons imaging the tumor come in nearly equal parts from the beamlets which penetrate the tumor so the fluence for each individual beamlet is lower than that needed for the total tumor photon statistics. The SBDX system has decreasing patient dose requirement as the patient is moved closer to the detector. This is because not all beamlets penetrate the tumor (Fig. 8) . When the patient is close to the source and the image FOV is large, many beamlets contribute dose to organs without contributing any primary photons to imaging of the tumor. A minimum dose is reached at the point closest to the source in which all 10 000 beamlets are penetrating the tumor. Note that even though there are many, or in some cases most, of the beamlets which are only adding dose with no direct tumor image information, the effective dose to the patient is significantly lower than the same tumor SNR using fluoroscopy (Fig. 7) . The dose to various organs FIG. 7 . The effective dose to the patient in mSv to achieve a tumor SNR of 5. Calculations shown here were made using the ICRP 103 protocol. Air KERMA at the skin entrance is also shown for fluoroscopy and SBDX. These simulations used a SDD of 110 cm. To decrease the dose even further for patient positions between the source and the location of minimal dose in Fig. 7 , the beamlets not penetrating the tumor (and therefore adding peripheral dose) could be turned off or collimated. The SBDX system is capable of operating in a 71 × 71 scan mode in addition to the 100 × 100 full size scan, which could remove many unnecessary beamlets. Collimation could also be used to block unneeded beamlets. The collimation in Fig. 8 is achieved by only using a subset of the beamlets such that in the plane of the tumor there is only fluence through a square with a length of 2.5, 5, 7.5, and 10 cm. For this simulation the collimation was achieved by turning off, or removing beamlets at the source. For some TDDs no beamlets need to be removed to confine the fluence through the square in the plane of the tumor. As shown in Fig. 8(a) , when collimation is added to the simulation the patient dose drops for those patient locations close to the source. With tight collimation around the tumor we see the trend that we would intuitively expect to see, that when the tumor is closer to the detector there is an increase in scatter and a higher fluence is needed to maintain SNR and there is therefore an increase in dose. In Fig. 8(b) , the beams through the tumor (the black line) shows why for SBDX, very small TDDs increase patient dose. The trend as we move to larger source to tumor distances is that more beamlets contribute to tumor signal and thus fewer are giving peripheral dose. Additionally, the needed fluence for our chosen SNR is divided over a larger number of beamlets. For this trend to continue close to the detector, the source array would need to be much larger to facilitate averaging the dose over more beamlets.
Note, however, that in general this approach would not be needed since the location that provides the maximum tomographic angle is also the location with the maximum number of beamlets subtending the tumor. In fact, collimating when the patient is in this location would not only be unnecessary, but would have the negative effect of decreasing the tomographic angle. Even if the patient was far from the ideal location of maximum tomographic angle and could benefit from collimation, all patient locations have very low dose, approximately 2-10 times lower than fluoroscopy for the same tumor SNR. This applies to individual organ doses in addition to the effective dose. For example, the dose to the lungs at the minimum point in Figure 7 is 0.26 μGy with the SBDX, while it is 2.2 μGy with fluoroscopy. At 50 cm from the source the dose to lungs is 0.56 μGy with the SBDX, while it is 1.3 μGy with fluoroscopy.
3.D. System geometry
In Fig. 9 , the effect on dose of changing SDD is related to the patient location within a set SDD. When looking at the air KERMA necessary at the detector to achieve the same tumor SNR, the dominating factor is the location of the tumor relative to both the source and detector. In other words, if the necessary air KERMA at the detector for constant tumor SNR is plotted across configurations by STD/SDD we see the points fall almost exactly on one curve. This indicates that the convergence of the beamlets, which again means that fewer beamlets contribute peripheral dose, is a vastly more   FIG. 9 . The air KERMA needed at the detector to achieve a tumor SNR of 5 as a function of the ratio of source-to-tumor distance over the SDD for multiple SDDs on the SBDX system.
